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If I could whisper something soft,
I'd end it with a kiss.
to belong with such a passion,
is why the world exists.
If I could tell you that I love you,
with no complicated risks,
I'd tell you every hour,
with more than just my lips.
If I could hold you till forever,
without a second gone to waste.
I'd hold you till my body dies
and relish in your taste.
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Sometimes it takes awhile
To recognize a piece of mind
And when you find it, you will see
It was meant to be, meant to be
Tonight

Last night, I dreamt of you
Some things I cannot choose
And when you find me indefinitely
I’ll see you without me
And I hope not to care

Bad times I’m walking through
Bound to me I’m so confused
Nonetheless, I won’t change
It makes me who I am today
And I’m not scared